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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a cross-layer design frame-
work for transmitting Markov modulated Poisson process
(MMPP) traffic over Nakagami-m fading channel with delay de-
mands. The adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) technique is
used at the physical layer. The energy efficiency is described as the
average throughput over the average transmission power, where
both of throughput and transmit power have full consideration
of the queuing system. We first derive the closed-form expres-
sions of the delay and the energy efficiency with the stationary
distribution of the system. We then derive the energy efficient
thresholds to choose the AMC transmission modes. At last, we
derive the transmission policy to maximize the energy efficiency
with delay constraints. Numerical results are provided to support
the theoretical development.

Index Terms—Cross-layer design, energy efficiency, adaptive
modulation and coding, queuing theory, finite state Markov chan-
nel, Markov modulated Poisson process, delay.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENTLY, energy efficient communications in wireless

networks have attracted much research attention due

to the rapid growth of mobile data traffic and battery pow-

ered mobile terminals. In traditional communication systems,

throughput and power are the two common performance mea-

sures to characterize the system benefit and cost, respectively.

In energy efficient communications, energy efficiency as a

new performance measure is used to characterize how much

throughput can be achieved per unit power consumption. While

a large number of approaches have been studied to reduce the

power consumption in wireless communication systems from

the physical layer, very few studies focus on the cross-layer

optimization. Cross-layer design considers the joint effects of
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the time varying channel and the dynamic data queue as well as

the service traffic from the upper layers, which have significant

influence to the energy efficiency of a communication system

[1], [2].

Adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) scheme can en-

hance throughput in time-varying channel conditions [3], [4],

and it has been widely incorporated in several wireless stan-

dards, i.e., Long Term Evolution (LTE), IEEE 802.11a and

IEEE 802.16e. The key idea of traditional AMC scheme is to

use higher order modulation for better channel condition to

transmit more bits. There is a tradeoff between the reliability

and the spectral efficiency in the design of AMC schemes. In

[3], the authors have derived a closed-form expression of the

average spectral efficiency for given reliability of packets trans-

mission over Nakagami-m block fading channels. Although

AMC is mainly used to improve the spectral efficiency of a

link for a given set of quality of service (QoS) requirements,

its unique nature for enhancing upper layer protocol design

has spurred the development of cross-layer approaches. These

approaches can integrate the QoS provisioning protocols at

higher layers with energy efficient AMC implemented at the

physical layer.

Many recent works on cross-layer design focus on combining

AMC scheme with automatic repeat request (ARQ) [5]–[9].

The schemes of AMC and hybrid automatic repeat request

(HARQ) with limited channel state information (CSI) feedback

for reliable transmission have been studied for the performance

of energy efficiency in [5]. Considering the queuing system for

the arriving traffic, many recent works focus on the maximum

throughput scheduling scheme by implementing AMC [1], [4],

[10]. In [1], the objective is to maximize the system throughput

under the bit error rate (BER) constraint, and the variables

are the transmit power and the data rate. In [11], minimizing

the average joint packet loss rate due to both erroneous trans-

mission and buffer overflow is studied, which is equivalent to

maximizing the throughput.

However, all these works do not consider the delay require-

ment of the traffic, which is the main QoS requirement for fu-

ture wireless networks. Although the opportunistic distributed

multiuser scheduling in the presence of a fixed packet deadline

constraint is studied in [12], the service delay at physical chan-

nel is not considered. Considering the service delay, the authors

in [2] studied the policy of choosing modulation constellation

dynamically depending on incoming traffic state and buffer

state in addition to channel state when the traffic and channel

conditions are known. However, the energy efficiency has not

been considered. In [13], [14], the authors proposed a unified
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TABLE I
FREQUENTLY USED NOTATION

reinforcement learning solution for finding the joint optimal

AMC and dynamic power management policies when the traffic

arrival and channel statistics are unknown. The performance

of energy efficient transmission power has not been studied

in their works either. In [15], a new approach for on-line

implementation of the optimal packet scheduling algorithm is

proposed. The authors consider the problem of energy efficient

scheduling under average delay constraint for single user fading

channel. However, the average delay only includes queuing

delay, excluding the transmission delay. For some important

service and poor channel condition, the transmission delay also

occupies an important position.

Taking a broader view, our work follows the cross-layer

design approach, which takes the system variations and statis-

tics at multiple layers of the protocol stack into account. In

particular, the transmission decisions are part of the physical

layer. The retransmission of packet is controlled by the data

link layer, and the traffic arrival statistics also with the queue

condition are the parameters of higher layers. In this context,

our work is closely related to the works in [2], [4], [16]–[18],

in which a similar system model with stochastic data arrival, a

finite-length queue, and a time-varying channel is considered.

The power-delay tradeoff have already been studied in [16],

[17]. However, our work is different from [2], [4], [16]–[18]

in several significant ways. First, while the objective of our

work is to maximize the system energy efficiency with delay

constraint, [2] and [4] concentrate more on the throughput,

and [18] concentrates on the energy consumption. Second, to

support delay-aware service motivates us to consider the effect

of delay, and we have derived the closed-form expression of

the delay including the queuing delay and the transmission

delay, which is not considered in [2], [4], [16], [17]. Third,

we analyze the performance of energy efficiency by modeling

the channel using Nakagami-m fading channel, and by using a

more practical and general model for incoming traffic, namely,

Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP) model. At last,

we use the energy efficient thresholds to select the transmission

mode, which is different from their works. We also assume that

the average arrival rate is smaller than the average transmission

rate so that the overflow rate can be controlled without incurring

excessive overflow. Thus, the queue is impossible to grow

infinitely and drop large number of packets.

Compared with the existing literature, our contribution can

be summarized as follows:

1) We obtain, via finite state Markov chain, the closed-form

expression of the delay of the AMC transmission system,

which considers the general traffic arrival and queuing

model as well as the general channel model.

2) We derive the closed-form expression of the system

throughput by taking into account the packet drop caused

by both the channel transmission error and buffer over-

flow. Correspondingly, the average power consumption is

also obtained.

3) By using the AMC transmission and the MMPP traffic

model, we show that there is a tradeoff between delay

and energy efficiency. We get the intrinsic relationship

between the optimal energy efficiency and different delay

requirements when the traffic arrival rate is different.

4) We derive the energy efficient thresholds to partition

the SNR, which will improve the energy efficiency in

comparison with other existing partitions from [2], [3]. In

addition, we present performance results to support the

theoretical development.

5) We get the energy efficient transmission policy with delay

constraint. For the large average arrival traffic, the energy

efficient transmission policy is the same no matter what

the delay demand is. For the small average arrival traffic,

the energy efficient transmission policy is different with

different delay demands.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II de-

scribes the system model and the problem statement, including

the channel model and the queuing model also with the traffic

model. In Section III, we analyze the queuing and delay perfor-

mance for the system to derive the delay of packet transmission.

In Section IV, we derive the closed-form expression for the

energy efficiency, which is relevant to the average transmission

power and the system throughput. We also determine the energy

efficient transmission policy under different delay constraints.

Section V shows the numerical results, and the conclusions are

made in Section VI. Table I lists the frequently used notations.
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Fig. 1. System model.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Traffic and Queuing Models

We assume that the incoming traffic is random and modeled

as a Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP), where in

any state the incoming traffic is Poisson distributed and the

transitions between the states are governed by an underlying

Markov chain. A wide range of multimedia traffic can be repre-

sented with an MMPP model, which is accurate and reasonable

[19], and the Poisson arrival is the special case of this model.

Amounts of multimedia services are existing in the present

and future wireless networks, which can be categorized into

heterogeneous classes with different delay demands.

Let F = {f1, f2, · · · , fK} denote the set of states of the in-

coming traffic, and Pfi,fj denotes the probability of transition

from state fi to state fj. Each state follows Poisson distribution

with average arrival rate λi packets/time-unit, i = 1, 2, · · · , K.

Denote the row vector π f = [π f

1, π
f

2, · · · , π
f
K] as the stationary

distribution of the incoming traffic, and it satisfies π f = π f Pf ,

where Pf is the transition probability matrix for the underlying

Markov chain governing transitions between traffic states and

is given by

Pf =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

Pf1,f1 Pf1,f2 · · · Pf1,fK

Pf2,f1 Pf2,f2 · · · Pf2,fK
...

...
. . .

...

PfK ,f1 PfK ,f2 · · · PfK ,fK

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

. (1)

The arrival transition matrix Pf is a right stochastic matrix, we

can write
∑K

j=1 Pfi,fj = 1. By the stationary distribution π f , we

can get the average arrival rate as λ̄ =
∑K

i=1 π
f
i λi.

Consider that at the data link layer, packet streams with the

packet size of L bits from upper layers arrive in a first-in-

first-out (FIFO) buffer at the average arrival rate λ̄. Assume

that the user’s queuing model is a single server M/G/1 queue

[20], shown in Fig. 1. The M/G/1 model assumes Markovian

or memoryless arrivals at average rate λ̄, a general service

distribution and a single server. Let cn be the service rate at

the physical layer corresponding to channel state n. Thus, the

service state cn is in the set of C = {c1, · · · , cN}.

Assume that the buffer has finite capacity, denoted as M.

Note that since the arriving traffic is random in nature, the

queue may be empty sometimes and it may be full other times.

Therefore, the packets may be dropped because of the burst

arriving service and the finite buffer size. The dropped packets

are considered lost.

B. Channel Model

Consider a frame-by-frame communication system, shown

in Fig. 1, with each frame composed of a number of packets.

The transmission time duration for each frame is defined as one

time unit or time slot. The channel is frequency-flat and block

fading and is also corrupted with additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN) with zero mean and variance σ 2.

Let ē denote the average transmit signal power. For transmit

power constant at ē, the channel quality can be captured by

a single parameter, namely the received signal to noise ratio

(SNR) γ . Due to block fading, we assume γ remains invariant

within each transmission frame but can vary from frame to

frame. We consider the general Nakagami-m fading model.

Then the received SNR γ per frame follows a Gamma distri-

bution with probability density function (PDF):

fγ̄ (γ ) =
mmγ m−1

γ̄ mŴ(m)
exp

(

−
mγ

γ̄

)

, (2)

where γ̄ � E{γ } is the average received SNR, Ŵ(m) �
∫ ∞

0 tm−1e−tdt is the Gamma function, and m is the Nakagami-m

fading parameter (m ≥ 1/2). We choose the Nakagami-m chan-

nel model because it applies to a large class of fading channels.

It includes the Rayleigh channel as the special case m = 1.

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider AMC for transmission at

the physical layer. Let N denote the total number of AMC

transmission modes available. The entire SNR range is divided

into N + 1 nonoverlapping consecutive intervals, with bound-

ary points given by {γn}N+1
n=0 , where γ0 = 0 and γN+1 = +∞.

The channel is said to be in state n when γ ∈ [γn, γn+1). Then

the fading process can be represented by a finite-state Markov

chain (FSMC). With (2), the probability that the channel is in

state n is given by

Pr(n) =
∫ γn+1

γn

fγ̄ (γ )dγ. (3)

Let the transmission rate corresponding to channel state n be

denoted as bn bits per channel use.

Automatic repeat request (ARQ) is considered in our model.

If the receiver cannot correctly decode a packet, the transmitter

will repeat transmitting the packet with the maximum retrans-

mission times Nmax
r − 1. When the receiver correctly decodes

a packet, it will feedback an ACK packet to the transmitter.

If the receiver still cannot decode the packet correctly after

Nmax
r − 1 retransmissions, the packet will be dropped and a

packet loss is declared. We want the probability of packet loss

is no larger than Ploss. Note that the service rate cn depends

on the transmission rate bn and the maximum retransmission

times Nmax
r − 1. A frame is composed of retransmitted and new

packets. Hence, different modulation levels can be used for the

different retransmissions of a same packet.
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C. Delay Model and Problem Statement

For the incoming MMPP traffic, the packets are stored in the

finite size buffer at first, then transmitted over the Nakagami-m

fading channel. In this case, the average packet delay W̄ is

defined as the queuing time D̄q in the buffer and the average

service time S̄T over the time-varying channel, i.e.,

W̄ = D̄q + S̄T .

Let ẽ denote the average transmit power using AMC tech-

nique, which measures the energy consumed per second. The

resulting system throughput can be denoted as T̄ , which is

the number of packets that are transmitted without error per

second. We define the energy efficiency as the ratio of average

throughput to its transmit power, i.e.,

fee �
T̄

ẽ
packets/joule, (4)

which measures the number of reliable packets that are trans-

mitted per joule of energy consumed.

In this paper, we are interested in determining the AMC

rate adaption policy for given traffic F0. The objective is to

maximize the energy efficiency under the packet delay con-

straint W0. In particular, the rate adaption policy represents the

probability distribution of transmission rate bn, n = 1, · · · , N,

the rate adaptive policy can be denoted as μ. Mathematically,

the problem is given by

max
{Pr(n)}

{fee|W̄ ≤ W0,F = F0}. (5)

Specifically, when Pr(n) is large for large transmission rate

bn, the packet delay can be small. Then the throughput and

the power are large. Therefore, as we shall illustrate, the rate

adaption policy under delay constraint also has a nonnegligible

impact on energy efficiency.

III. CROSS-LAYER QUEUING AND DELAY ANALYSIS

In this section, we present a three-dimensional Morkov pro-

cess to get the packet dropping rate and the delay performance

of a packet. Due to finite-length queuing, arriving packets will

be dropped when the buffer is full. A packet from the source is

correctly received only if it is not dropped from the queue, and

correctly passed the wireless channel. Thus, the queue and the

channel will influence the delay.

A. Queuing Analysis

1) Service Rate: We assume that a packet is in error if at

least l out of L bits are corrupted. Then we can characterize the

average packet successful transmission probability P̄sn corre-

sponding to transmission rate bn as

P̄sn = 1 −
L

∑

i=l

(

L

i

)

(

P̄n
b

)i (
1 − P̄n

b

)L−i
, (6)

where P̄n
b is the average uncoded bit error rate (BER) for

channel state n, which can be derived in (32).

Since the retransmission of the packet may use different

AMC modes, in the M/G/1 queue model, the packet service

time STn in state n has the following probability mass function:

P
{

STn = τn + kτ̄
}

= P̄sn

(

1 − P̄sn

)k
, k = 0, · · · , Nmax

r − 1,

(7)

where τn and τ̄ represent the packet transmission time when the

channel is in state n and the average packet transmission time

for retransmission, which are given by

τn =
L

TubnRs

, τ̄ =
L

Tub̄Rs

, (8)

where Tu and Rs are the time unit and the symbol rate respec-

tively, and b̄ =
∑N

n=1 Pr(n)bn. From (7), we can get the mean

service time at channel state n as (9), shown at the bottom of

the page. From (8) and (9), the service rate cn at channel state n

is given by:

cn =
1

E
{

STn

} . (10)

2) Stationary Distribution: Let t index the transmission

frame or, equivalently, time slot and At be the amount of packets

generated by the source between time t and t − 1. From the

MMPP model, we can get

P(At = a|fi) =
{

λa
i e−λi

a! , ∀ fi ∈ F, if 0 ≤ a ≤ A;
0, otherwise,

(11)

and the queue state is independent of the channel state. Let St be

the queue state (the number of packets in the queue) at the start

of the t-th time slot, and St ∈ S = {s0 = 0, s1 = 1, · · · , sM =
M}. Denote by Ct ∈ C = {c1, · · · , cN} the number of packets

removed from the queue using AMC at the start of each

time slot. The resulting recursion of the queue state can be

summarized as

St = min {M, max{0, St−1 − Ct} + At} . (12)

Let (Ft−1, Ct, St−1) denote the triple of the traffic state,

the service rate and the queue state respectively, and let

P(fi,cx,sq),(fj,cy,sl) denote the transition probability from (Ft−1 =
fi, Ct = cx, St−1 = sq) to (Ft = fj, Ct+1 = cy, St = sl), where

E
{

STn

}

= τnP̄sn +
Nmax

r −1
∑

k=1

(τn + kτ̄ )P̄sn

(

1 − P̄sn

)k−1

= P̄sn(τn − τ̄ ) +
τ̄

P̄sn

[

1 −
(

1 + Nmax
r P̄sn

) (

1 − P̄sn

)Nmax
r

]

(9)
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(fi, cx, sq) ∈ F × C × S, and (fj, cy, sl) ∈ F × C × S. We can

organize the state transition probability matrix in a block form

P =
[

Afi,fj

]

, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ K, (13)

where

Afi,fj =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

Qf1,f1 Qf1,f2 · · · Qf1,fK

Qf2,f1 Qf2,f2 · · · Qf2,fK
...

...
. . .

...

QfK ,f1 QfK ,f2 · · · QfK ,fK

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

, (14)

and the submatrix Qfi,fj in matrix P is defined as

Qfi,fj

=

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

R(fi,c1),(fj,c1) R(fi,c1),(fj,c2) · · · R(fi,c1),(fj,cN )

R(fi,c2),(fj,c1) R(fi,c2),(fj,c2) · · · R(fi,c2),(fj,cN )

...
...

. . .
...

R(fi,cN ),(fj,c1) R(fi,cN ),(fj,c2) · · · R(fi,cN ),(fj,cN )

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

.

(15)

The submatrix R(fi,cx),(fj,cy) in matrix Qfi,fj can be shown in

(16), shown at the bottom of the page. Thus, the Markov chain

has the total states l = K × N × (M + 1).

We next simplify the probability of the system state transition

from state (fi, cx, sq) to state (fj, cy, sl) as (17), shown at the bot-

tom of the page, where Pfi,fj and Pcx,cy represent the transition

probability of the traffic as shown in (1) and the state transition

probability of the transmission rate respectively. The second

equality in (17) follows from the fact that both the channel

transition and the traffic transition are independent of others.

We assume slow fading so that the transition happens only

between adjacent channel states, i.e., Pcx,cy = 0, |cx − cy| ≥ 2.

The nonzero elements Pcx,cy is described in [3]. On the other

hand, it is easy to get the conditional probability of P(St =
sl|Ft−1 = fi, St−1 = sq) as in (18), shown at the bottom of

the page. Therefore, based on (17) and (18), we can get the

transition probability of the system state.

We propose a lemma to prove that the stationary distribution

π = [π(f1,c1,s0), · · · , π(f1,c1,sM), · · · , π(f1,cN ,s0), · · · , π(f1,cN ,sM),

· · · , π(fK ,c1,s0), · · · , π(fK ,cN ,sM)] exists and is unique, where

π(fi,cx,sq) = lim
t→∞

P(Ft−1 = fi, St−1 = sq, Ct = cx).

Lemma 1: The stationary distribution π of the pro-

cess {(Ft, St, Ct), t ≥ 0}, (Ft, St, Ct) ∈ F × S × Ca exists, and

π t → π as t → ∞.

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix A. �
This lemma suggests that when the Markov chain run a long

time t0, then the distribution of (Ft0 , St0 , Ct0) is π at the time t =
t0, which is irrelevant to the initial distribution. Let (fi, cx, sq)

denote the system state at time t0. Then

π(fi,cx,sq) = lim
t0→∞

P
((

Ft0 , St0 , Ct0

)

= (fi, cx, sq)
)

.

In other words, π(fi,cx,sq) is the limiting or long-run probability

that the (long run) proportion of time of the system in state (fi,

cx, sq). Then the stationary distribution is obtained by solving

π = πP,
∑

f ∈F,s∈S,c∈C
π(f ,s,c) = 1. (19)

If the Markov chain {(Ft, St, Ct)} is not assumed to be irreduc-

ible, there can be more than one solution for (19). The solution

π is the left eigenvector of P corresponding to the eigenvalue 1.

Based on the linear algebra, the stationary distribution π of the

Markov chain {(Ft, St, Ct)} can also be computed as

π = e(I − P + E)−1, (20)

where e = (1, · · · , 1) and all entries of the l × l matrix E

are equal to 1. The computation is on the condition that the

transition matrix P is irreducible and aperiodic. The proof can

be found in [21].

R(fi,cx),(fj,cy) =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

P(fi,cx,s0),(fj,cy,s0) P(fi,cx,s0),(fj,cy,s1) · · · P(fi,cx,s0),(fj,cy,sM)

P(fi,cx,s1),(fj,cy,s0) P(fi,cx,s1),(fj,cy,s1) · · · P(fi,cx,s1),(fj,cy,sM)

...
...

. . .
...

P(fi,cx,sM),(fj,cy,s0) P(fi,cx,sM),(fj,cy,s1) · · · P(fi,cx,sM),(fj,cy,sM)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(16)

P(fi,cx,sq),(fj,cy,sl) = P(Ft = fj, Ct+1 = cy, St = sl|Ft−1 = fi, Ct = cx, St−1 = sq)

= P
(

Ft = fj|Ft−1 = fi
)

P(Ct+1 = cy|Ct = cx)P(St = sl|Ft−1 = fi, St−1 = sq)

= Pfi,fj Pcx,cy P(St = sl|Ft−1 = fi, St−1 = sq) (17)

P(St = sl|Ft−1 = fi, St−1 = sq) =
{

P
(

At = sl − max{0, sq − cx}|fi
)

, if 0 ≤ sl < M,

1 −
∑

0≤sl<M P(St = sl|Ft−1 = fi, St−1 = sq), if sl = M
(18)
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Remark 1: When the number of states l is larger, the numer-

ical computation of the inverse matrix (I − P + E)−1 in (20)

can cause difficulties. In this case it is often more convenient

and efficient to solve the matrix equation π = πP iteratively.

3) Packet Dropping Rate: Let Pd denote the packet drop-

ping rate. When the remaining space of the queue is smaller

than the number of arriving packets, packet overflow happens.

With the current service rate Ct, the remaining space is rt =
M − (St−1 − Ct). Thus the queue can accommodate rt arriving

packets in the current time slot. Now, if the number of arriving

packets At is larger than rt, At − rt packets will be dropped.

Therefore, based on the stationary distribution of π , we will

analyze and derive the packet dropping rate Pd.

Let Dt denote the number of packets dropped at time t, we

can compute Pd as [4]

Pd � lim
T→∞

∑T
t=1 Dt

∑T
t=1 At

=
E{D}
E{At}

=
E{D}

λ̄
. (21)

The average number of dropped packets E{D} can be found

in (22), shown at the bottom of the page, where θ(x, y) is a

positive difference function, which returns the difference of x

and y when x > y, and returns 0 when x ≤ y.

With Pd available, we can get the effective average traffic rate

and the system throughput. Having considered the influence of

queuing, the performance measures in terms of packet success-

ful transmission delay will be derived in the next subsection.

B. Delay Analysis

In this subsection, we investigate the average packet delay

over the Nakagami-m fading channel with AMC in details. The

derived Pd and the stationary distribution of three-dimensional

Markov process will be used.

To facilitate the analysis of packet service process, the queu-

ing effect needs to be taken into account. Based on the queue

state and service rate, we can get the actual service rate given

(S = s, C = c) as

cn(S = s, C = c) =
{

cn, if c = cn, s ≥ c
s
c
cn, if c = cn, s < c.

(23)

Thus, the average service rate calculation corresponding to state

n can be written as (24), shown at the bottom of the page, where

π(s,c) denotes the stationary distribution of the system state.

The effective average traffic rate into the queue can be evalu-

ated as r = λ̄(1 − Pd). By [22], using the Pollaczek-Khintchine

formula, we can get the mean queue length for state n as

Q̄n
q =

rE

{

S2
Tn

}

2(1 − δn)
, (25)

where δn = r/c̄n is the traffic intensity or utilization, and E {S2
Tn

}
is the second moment of the service distribution. Using (7),

we can get E {S2
Tn

}. For notational brevity, we set E {S2
Tn

} �
f (P̄sn , Nmax

r ).

Theorem 1: A necessary condition on the existence of a

steady state of the queue and the finite numbers of packet

dropping is that the average received SNR should satisfy γ̄ ≥
γ̄min, and γ̄min is the γ̄ by setting

∑N
n=1 Pr(n)cn = λ̄.

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B. �
Remark 2: For the preceding quantities to be finite, we need

δn < 1. This condition is intuitive since we know from renewal

theory that if the server was always busy, then the departure

rate would be c̄ (see [23, Section 7.3]), which must be larger

than the arrival rate r to keep things finite.

It is known that the average waiting time of a packet consists

of queuing time and service time for the M/G/1 queue, and the

queuing delay is D̄q = Q̄q

r
, which is akin to Little’s formula [22].

In summary, the average delay W̄n for a packet corresponding to

state n is given by (26), shown at the bottom of the page, where

E{D} =
∑

f ∈F,s∈S,c∈C
DP(At = a|Ft−1 = f , St−1 = s, Ct = c)

=
∑

f ∈F,s∈S,c∈C

[

θ (At, M − (St−1 − Ct)) × P(At = a|f ) × πf ,s,c

]

(22)

c̄n = lim
t→∞

∑

s∈S,c=cn

[

cn(St−1 =s, Ct = c)×P(st−1 = s, C = c)
]

∑

s∈S,c=cn
P(st−1 = s, C = c)

=
∑

s∈S,c=cn

cn(S = s, C = c)π(s,c)
∑

s∈S,c=cn
π(s,c)

(24)

W̄n =
TuQ̄n

q

r
+ TuE

{

STn

}

=
Tuf

(

P̄sn , Nmax
r

)

2(1 − δn)
+ TuP̄sn(τn − τ̄ ) +

τ̄Tu

P̄sn

[

1 −
(

1 + Nmax
r P̄sn

) (

1 − P̄sn

)Nmax
r

]

(26)
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τn(b̄n) is given by substituting b̄n into (8). Thus, the average

delay for a packet with AMC can be derived as

W̄ =
N

∑

n=1

Pr(n)W̄n. (27)

Substituting (26) into (27), we can get the average delay W̄.

Note that, for a given γ̄ , the average delay W̄ can be derived.

Thus, W̄ = φ(γ̄ ), and φ(γ̄ ) is a function of γ̄ . With the closed-

form expression of the delay available, we will optimize the

system energy efficiency for given delay demand in the next

section.

IV. ENERGY EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

In this section, we determine the energy efficiency with the

joint effects of finite length queue and AMC also with the

arrival data traffic, then we investigate the relationship between

the energy efficiency and the packet delay. With the average

service rate and the effective traffic arrival rate available, we

focus on the average transmission power and the resulting

system throughput over the Nakagami-m fading channel.

A. Energy Efficiency

We consider a variable power and rate transmission scheme

utilizing a discrete-rate M-QAM scheme. Whenever the CSI

feedback to the transmitter falls within the interval [γn, γn+1),

the transmission rate bn of AMC is chosen, data is transmitted

with power en,t(γ ) at time-slot t. Thus, the received SNR is

γ en,t(γ )/ē, and

γ =
ē |h(t)|2

σ 2
, (28)

where |h(t)|2 denotes the instantaneous channel power gain.

The BER for channel state n can be expressed as a function

of the received SNR γ en,t(γ )/ē as [24]

Pn
b ≈ 0.2 exp

(

−
1.5

2bn − 1

en,t(γ )

ē
γ

)

, γn ≤ γ < γn+1. (29)

By considering the traffic and queueing influence, we should

use the average transmission rate b̄n to replace bn. From (10),

(23) and (24), we can get

b̄n =
c̄n

cn

bn. (30)

Substituting (30) into (29), we get the equivalent transmission

power for each AMC mode as a function of the BER as follows:

en,t(γ ) =
ē(2b̄n − 1)

1.5γ
ln

0.2

Pn
b

. (31)

Let P̄n
b denote the average BER corresponding to channel state

n, from (3), we can derive P̄n
b as

P̄n
b =

1

Pr(n)

∫ γn+1

γn

0.2 exp

(

−
1.5

2bn − 1
γ

)

fγ̄ (γ )dγ. (32)

Based on (2) and (32), we can get the average BER P̄n
b corre-

sponding to state n. Thus, the average transmission power in

channel state n is

ēn =
∫ γn+1

γn

ē(2b̄n − 1)

1.5γ
ln

0.2

P̄n
b

fγ̄ (γ )dγ. (33)

From (3) and (33), we can approximate the average transmis-

sion power with AMC technique as

ẽ =
N

∑

n=1

ēnPr(n). (34)

The system throughput is the long-term average rate at which

packets are successfully transmitted. Therefore, the packet

dropping rate from queuing and packet violation from the

channel with Nmax
r − 1 retransmissions are influencing the sys-

tem throughput. For an average packet arrival rate λ̄, a packet

dropping rate Pd, and an average packet successful transmission

rate P̄s, the system average throughput T̄ can be calculated by

T̄ = λ̄(1 − Pd)

(

1 − (1 − P̄s)
Nmax

r

)/

Tu, (35)

where Pd is corresponding to (21). The average probability of

successful packet transmission P̄s of AMC can be calculated as

the ratio of the average number of packets successfully trans-

mitted over the total average number of transmitted packets

P̄s =
∑N

n=1 c̄nPr(n)P̄sn
∑N

n=1 c̄nPr(n)
. (36)

Based on (4), (34), (35), and (36), the energy efficiency can

be denoted as

fee =
T̄

ẽ
=

λ̄(1 − Pd)
(

1 − (1 − P̄s)
Nmax

r
)

/Tu
∑N

n=1 ēnPr(n)
. (37)

As we know that different thresholds γn (n = 1, · · · , N) lead to

different average transmission power and system throughput, we

will derive the energy efficient thresholds in the next subsection.

B. Energy Efficient Thresholds

It can be noted from (3) that different thresholds γn (n = 1,

· · · , N) determine the probability distribution of different trans-

mission rate bn (n = 1, · · · , N) over F × S × C with γ̄ avail-

able. Thus, for a particular channel state, we can get the service

rate with corresponding probability of applying in that state,

which is also called the transmission control policy μ(γn, γ̄ ) =
{Pr(n)}. Thus, we need to derive the thresholds that can give the

energy efficient transmission policy.

The choices of thresholds {γ1, γ2, · · · , γN} can be arbitrary.

In [2], [25], the equal probability method (EPM) was proposed,

where the received SNRs are divided so that the stationary prob-

abilities, Pr(n), n=1, · · · , N of staying in all states are the same

(i.e., Pr(1)=· · ·=Pr(N)= 1
N

). The partition based on minimum

SNR required to acheive Ptarget (MSRE) was proposed in [3].

Since we want to get the energy efficient transmission, we

should set the threshold γn for the transmission mode n to be
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE PARAMETERS CORRESPONDING TO THE

ENERGY EFFICIENT THRESHOLD FOR AN UNCODED

SYSTEM WITH 100 BITS PER PACKET

the energy efficient SNR. For deriving energy efficient γn, we

can approximate the throughput as

T̄ ≈ λ̄(1 − Pd)Psn(γ )/Tu, (38)

where Psn(γ ) is the instantaneous packet success rate. Note that

the instantaneous packet success rate is given by

Psn(γ ) =
(

1 − αnQ(
√

βnγ )

)
2L
bn

, (39)

where αn = 2(1 − 2−bn/2), βn = 3
2bn−1

and Q(·) is the com-

plementary cumulative distribution function of the standard

Gaussian random variable. Thus, based on (38) and (28), the

function of energy efficiency corresponding to state n can be

written as

fee(γ ) =
λ̄(1 − Pd) |h(t)|2/Tu

σ 2

Psn(γ )

γ
. (40)

Taking derivative of (40) with respect to γ and equating it to

zero, it can be shown that the energy efficient partition (EEP)

γ ∗
n satisfies

Psn

(

γ ∗
n

)

= γ ∗
n Psn

′ (γ ∗
n

)

. (41)

It is shown (see [26]) that for an S-shaped (sigmoidal) function,

Psn(γ
∗
n ) = γ ∗

n Psn
′(γ ∗

n ) has a unique solution, and Psn(γ ) is

S-shaped.

Lemma 2: The energy efficient thresholds γ ∗
n (n =

1, · · · , N) is the unique solution of the following equation:

αnL

bn

√

βnγ

2π
e− βnγ

2 + αnQ(
√

βnγ ) = 1.

Lemma 2 is from [26], therefore, we can compute γ ∗
n numer-

ically for the AMC transmission mode n. Table II summarizes

the results for a system with L = 100 bits.

C. Energy Efficient Policy With Delay Constraints

Theorem 2: For a given transmission policy μ0 = μ(γ 0
n , γ̄ 0),

the average energy efficiency is nondecreasing as increasing the

buffer size M, and the energy efficiency converges to a supremum.

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C. �
Theorem 2 reveals the influence of the buffer size to energy

efficient transmission. As can be seen, the buffer size should

be large enough while we only consider the energy efficient

transmission.

Based on the energy efficient thresholds from Table II and the

problem formulation from (5), we can reformulate the energy

efficient optimization problem as

max fee,

s.t. W̄ = φ(γ̄ ) � W0,

F = F0,

γ̄ � γ̄max,

γ̄ � γ̄min, (42)

where γ̄min and γ̄max are respectively the minimum required

SNR from Theorem 1 and the maximum average received SNR,

and W̄ is corresponding to (27). Our objective is to determine

the optimal prescribed average received SNR γ̄ opt at the physi-

cal layer that maximizes the fee, which is corresponding to the

energy efficient transmission policy based on the queue state

and the traffic state as well as the delay demand.

The average received SNR can influence the probability of

choosing different AMC modes, so as to influence the service

rate and the throughput as well as the average transmission

power. The performance of energy efficiency is analyzed in

terms of the throughput, power, and delay. Thus, the nonlinear

function of fee is too complex. The optimization problem of (42)

can be numerically solved. To solve this optimization problem,

all the packet arrival process of MMPP and the queueing influ-

ence and the channel Markov model based approach presented

in the previous sections will be used.

At first, in order to determine an interval that contains a inter-

val optimum given starting point γ̄0, bracketing method is used

[27]. It iteratively walks further until we are certain to have an

interval (barcket) [α, β] that includes an interior optimum point.

Thus, we propose a bracketing algorithm to get the interval.

The algorithm 1 enlarges the initial interval with endpoints γ̄0

and γ̄0 ± ǫ with a step which leads each iteration factor ρ > 1

bigger, and the choice of ρ = 2√
5−1

comes from [27]. The

algorithm stops when finally γ̄k−1 has a higher function value

than γ̄k as well as γ̄k−2.

Algorithm 1 Bracket(fee, W0, ǫ, α, β)

1: set k := 1, ρ = 2√
5−1

;

2: based on (26) and (27), compute the threshold γ̄0 =
φ−1(W0);

3: if fee(γ̄0 + ǫ) > fee(γ̄0) then

4: γ̄1 := γ̄0 + ǫ;

5: else

6: if fee(γ̄0 + ǫ) < fee(γ̄0) then

7: γ̄1 := γ̄0 − ǫ;

8: end if

9: else

10: Stop; γ̄0 is optimal;

11: end if

12: repeat

13: k := k + 1;

14: γ̄k := γ̄k−1 + ρ(γ̄k−1 − γ̄k−2);

15: until ((fee(γ̄k) < fee(γ̄k−1))||(γ̄k ≥ γ̄max))

16: α := min{γ̄k, γ̄k−2}
17: β := max{min{γ̄k, γ̄max}, γ̄k−2}
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With the interval that contains the optimum of (42), we

will shrink it to a tiny interval enclosing the maximum point.

One such method is Golden Section search [27]. This algo-

rithm uses two evaluated points l (left) and r (right) in the

interval [α, β], by locating in such a way that one of the

points can be used again in the next iteration. The evaluation

points l and r are located with fraction ζ in such a way

that l = α + (1 − ζ )(β − α) and r = α + ζ(β − α). The value

of ζ is the so called Golden Section number ζ =
√

5−1
2

≈
0.618, which also corresponds to the value ρ in the Bracketing

algorithm 1. Using the outcomes of algorithm 1 as input into

the Golden Section search as [α, β] gives that the point γ̄k−1

(of algorithm 1) corresponds to γ̄
g

0 (in algorithm 2).

Algorithm 2 Golden Section ([α, β], fee, ǫ)

1: Set k := 1, α1 := α and β1 := β, ζ :=
√

5−1
2

;

2: l := γ̄
g

0 := α+(1 − ζ )(β − α), r := γ̄
g

1 := α + ζ(β − α);

3: Evaluate fee(l) := fee(γ̄
g

0 )

4: repeat

5: Evaluate fee(γ̄
g

k );

6: if (fee(r) > fee(l)) then

7: αk+1 := l, βk+1 := βk, l := r

8: r := γ̄
g

k+1 := αk+1 + ζ(βk+1 − αk+1);

9: else

10: αk+1 := αk, βk+1 := r, r := l;

11: l := γ̄
g

k+1 := αk+1 + (1 − ζ )(βk+1 − αk+1);

12: end if

13: k := k + 1;

14: until (βk − αk < ǫ)

As a consequence, we can get the energy efficient solution

γ̄ opt = arg max fee under the delay constraint W0. Hence, for

given traffic F0, the energy efficient transmission policy under

delay constraint can be determined as

μopt = μ
(

γ ∗
n , γ̄ opt(W0)

)

.

The energy efficient average transmission power can also be

determined.

In the next section, we will show the performance of the

system based on our derivations and analysis by simulations

and numerical methods.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents simulation results to evaluate the pre-

vious theoretical development of delay-aware energy efficient

communications with joint consideration of traffic, queuing and

channel condition.

A. System Parameters

Unless specified otherwise, for all simulations, we assume

that number of traffic, channel and queue states are K = 2,

N = 7 and M + 1 = 51 respectively. The packet size L = 100,

the maximum retransmission times of packet is Nmax
r = 6. For

traffic F0, average arrival rate, λ1 = 1 packets/time-unit and

Fig. 2. The analysis and simulation results of the average energy efficiency
versus average SNR for Markov modulated Poisson traffic model under
Nakagami-m fading channel with m = 1.

λ2 = 2 packets/time-unit, and the transition probability matrix

characterizing the MMPP service as

Pf =
[

0.8 0.2

0.2 0.8

]

.

Maximum number of packet arrivals A = 15. The symbol

rate Rs = 100 KHz; The Nakagami parameter m = 1 (which

corresponds to Rayleigh fading channel with no line of sight

(LOS) component); Doppler frequency fd = 10 Hz. Like 3GPP

LTE standard, we assume that block (also called frame) length

Tu = 0.002 s.

B. Performance of Energy Efficient Thresholds

Under the condition of only traffic f1, we study the perfor-

mance of energy efficient thresholds as a function of average

received SNR and as a function of the packet arrival rate λ̄. In

order to validate the analytical energy efficiency, we simulate

the cross-layer system with packet transmission over a Rayleigh

fading channel with EEP method. Fig. 2 shows the results of

analysis and simulated values of energy efficiency for different

average traffic rates as a function of channel average SNR. It

can be observed that the variations of analytical and simulation

results agree reasonably well.

Fig. 3 shows the average energy efficiency, we can see that

the method of EEP can offer better energy efficiency than that

of MSRE at different SNRs, although the gap of the energy

efficiency is very small at some SNRs. The energy efficiency is

increasing when increasing the average arrival rate, that means,

for large packet arrival rate, the average throughput is increas-

ing faster than the average transmission power. However, when

the average SNR is increasing greatly, there is no increasing in

energy efficiency of both the MSRE and EEP for the small aver-

age arrival rate. This result comes from the fact that the through-

put is equivalent to increasing very small for the small average

arrival rate, but the average transmit power is linearly increasing

with SNR. The blue curve shows the energy efficiency without
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Fig. 3. Average energy efficiency versus average SNR between the minimum
SNR required to acheive Ptarget (MSRE) and the energy efficient partition

(EEP), where Ptarget = 0.001
1

Nr
max+1 .

Fig. 4. Average delay versus average SNR.

adaptive modulation (W/O-AM) with average traffic rate λ̄ = 2

packets/time-unit, which performs much worse than that of the

cross-layer policy with adaptive modulation.

Ensure the energy efficient transmission, we can also observe

from the figure that the average SNR should be as large as pos-

sible when the average arrival rate is large, i.e., λ̄ = 2 packets/

time-unit, which means that the probability of choosing large

transmission rate should be increased. With regard to the delay,

we can see from Fig. 4 that the delay is decreasing when

increasing SNR. Thus, the SNR should be increased when

the delay demand is more strict. Therefore, we can get the

optimal energy efficient transmission policy under different

delay constraints. Based on Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the energy

efficient SNR for the small average arrival rate is decreasing

when increasing the delay demand, i.e., λ̄ = 1 packets/time-

unit. Thus, from the numerical results of [3], when the delay

is large, the result of the energy efficient transmission policy

for the small average arrival traffic is that the probability of

Fig. 5. Average energy efficiency versus average packet arrival rate λ̄, the
packet arrival rate in traffic state f2 is kept zero, and the average SNR γ̄ =
20 dB.

choosing small transmission rate is larger than that of choosing

large transmission rate. On the other hand, when the delay is

small, the result of the energy efficient transmission policy for

the small average arrival traffic is that the probability of choos-

ing large transmission rate is larger than that of choosing small

transmission rate. However, the energy efficient transmission

policy for the large average arrival traffic is invariant no matter

what the delay demand is.

Fig. 5 shows that the energy efficiency of EEP and MSRE is

increasing when reducing the retransmission times, while the

energy efficiency of EPM is increasing when increasing the

retransmission times. This implies that we should choose

the minimum retransmission times according to the required

packet loss rate at the physical channel. We can also find that

MSRE gives better performance than EEP when the average

arrival rate is increasing. This comes from the fact that although

the EEP is better in power consumption at physical layer

transmission, the packet loss rate by queuing is larger than

that of MSRE in the regime of large traffic arrival rate, since

MSRE has packet loss rate constraint. Thus the throughput of

EEP is much smaller than that of MSRE, as well as the system

energy efficiency. It is evident from the plot that the EPM

always has worst performance in energy efficiency. At the same

time, we can see from Fig. 6 that the power consumption is

increasing when increasing the traffic arrival rate, since large

traffic arrival rate causes large transmission rate. Although the

power consumption of EPM is less than that of EEP when the

retransmission times is 3, the throughput of EPM is much less

than that of EEP based on Fig. 5. In all, The EEP can still

perform better in power consumption than the other methods.

We can see the delay performance versus the average arrival

rate in Fig. 7, where the delay is increasing when increasing

the average arrival rate. On the other hand, it can be seen from

Fig. 7 that EPM achieves smaller delay in comparison with the

other two methods for the reason of larger transmission rate.

However, EPM has much larger average power consumption

than those of EEP and MSRE, which causes poor performance

in energy efficiency.
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Fig. 6. Average power consumption versus average packet arrival rate.

Fig. 7. Average delay versus average packet arrival rate λ̄, the packet arrival
rate in traffic state f2 is kept zero, and the average SNR γ̄ = 20 dB.

C. Performance of Energy Efficient Policy

Fig. 8 shows the optimal energy efficiency versus the average

traffic arrival rate for two different delay demands, which are

the delay tolerant and the delay sensitive. Specifically, when

the delay requirement is higher than 20 ms, we call the service

be delay tolerant, otherwise, the service be delay sensitive. For

our simulation, the delay constraints of delay tolerant and delay

sensitive are respectively W0 = 20 ms and W0 = 70 ms. It can

be seen from the figure that EEP always performs better than

MSRE for different arrival rates.

Since the energy efficiency for the large average arrival

rate is increasing when increasing the average transmission

power, the optimal energy efficiency can be obtained from

the largest available average transmission power. For larger

packet arrival rate, the queue remains almost full most of the

times, that results in increasing packet overflow rate from the

queue. Thus the average transmission power should be larger to

keep large throughput. This means that we can get the optimal

Fig. 8. Optimal energy efficiency versus the average traffic arrival rate for two
different delay demands.

Fig. 9. Optimal energy efficiency versus the delay constraint W0 for EEP and
MSRE transmission.

energy efficiency for the AMC transmission by using as much

transmission power as possible when the average arrival rate of

the traffic is much large, i.e., λ̄ = 2 packets/time-unit, which is

corresponding to the result of increasing the probability with

using the large transmission rate. On the other hand, the delay

tolerant service needs small average SNR. Consequently, we

can observe from Fig. 8 that the optimal energy efficiency of

delay tolerant traffic converges to that of delay sensitive traffic

when the average arrival rate is increasing.

Fig. 9 shows the optimal energy efficiency versus the delay

constraint W0 for different arrival rates, where we use EEP

for AMC transmission. We can observe from the curve that

the energy efficiency is increasing when increasing W0 at the

regime of small W0. At the regime of large W0, the optimal

energy efficiency converges to a stable value. Therefore, at large

delay region, the optimal energy efficient transmission policy is

almost the same irrespective of delay and arrival rate variations.

We can also see from Fig. 9 that the energy efficiency is
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decreasing when increasing the retransmission times for given

delay constraint W0. This comes from the fact that delay can be

larger when the retransmission times is larger. Then the power

consumption should be larger to guarantee the delay constraint.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a cross-layer framework that deter-

mines the energy efficient transmission policy based on both

the physical and the upper-layer information. We derive the

closed-form expression of delay considering joint effects of the

general arriving traffic and the dynamic data queue as well as

the general channel model. With regard to the physical layer

transmission, we propose an energy efficient partition method

to achieve the AMC transmission. Our numerical results show

that the energy efficiency is better than those of the existing par-

tition methods with the energy efficient AMC partition. At last,

we propose an algorithm to get the energy efficient transmission

policy under different delay constraints. By the energy efficient

policy, we get the result that the optimal energy efficiency

increases when the average traffic arrival rate increases.

APPENDIX A

PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Based on the theorem of [23, Theorem 4.1], the Markov

chain {(Ft, St, Ct), t ≥ 0} exists stationary distribution only

when the Markov chain is irreducible and recurrent. The

Markov chain is said to be irreducible if there is only one

class, that is, if all states are accessible to each other. Thus,

we only need to prove that any state (fi, cx, sq) can access any

state (fj, cy, sl), where (fi, cx, sq) ∈ F × C × S and (fj, cy, sl) ∈
F × C × S.

The MMPP traffic has nonzero transition probability for each

transition from fi to fj, denoted as fi → fj. From (18), we can get

P
{

(cx, sq)|(cx, sq)
}

= P
(

At = sq − max{0, sq − cx}|fi
)

.

Then the transition

(fi, cx, sq) → (fj, cx, sq) (43)

has nonzero probability.

When the traffic stays in the state fj, the transition probability

P
{

(cx, sq)|(cx, sl)
}

= P
(

At = sl − max{0, sq − cx}|fj
)

.

Thus, the transition from

(fj, cx, sq) → (fj, cx, sl) (44)

has nonzero probability. By the finite channel model, the chan-

nel state x can always have transition path to the state y from

the neighbour state. Then state cx can go to state cy, and

P
{

(cx, sl)|(cy, sl)
}

= P (At = sl − max{0, sl − cx}|fi) .

Therefore,

(fj, cx, sl) → (fj, cy, sl) (45)

also has nonzero transition probability. Based on (43), (44),

and (45), we can get the result that the {(Ft, St, Ct), t ≥ 0} is

irreducible.

On the other hand, based on the conclusion of [23], that

all states in a finite irreducible Markov chain are recur-

rent. In all, the stationary distribution of the Markov process

{(Ft, St, Ct), t ≥ 0} exists.

APPENDIX B

PROOF OF THEOREM 1

From [22], we know that the queue size increases with

bound depending on the condition c̄ > r. Since r = λ̄(1 − Pd),

therefore, sup0≤Pd≤1 r = λ̄, causing c̄ ≥ λ̄.

In AMC transmission strategy, while increasing the average

received SNR, the probability of choosing the large transmis-

sion rate is increasing based on the numerical results of [3]. We

know that

cn =
TubnRsP̄sn

L

[

1 −
(

1 + Nmax
r P̄sn

) (

1 − P̄sn

)Nmax
r

]−1
,

which is an increasing function of n, and cn ≥ c̄n. On the other

hand

c̄ =
N

∑

n=1

Pr(n)c̄n,

thus,

N
∑

n=1

Pr(n)cn ≥
N

∑

n=1

Pr(n)c̄n = c̄.

Therefore, the necessary condition can be written as
∑N

n=1 Pr(n)cn ≥ λ̄ for simple calculation, and
∑N

n=1 Pr(n)cn

is an increasing function of γ̄ . And when γ̄ = γ̄min, we have
∑N

n=1 Pr(n)cn = λ̄. In all, when γ̄ ≥ γ̄min, we can get c̄ > r.

APPENDIX C

PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Based on (22), when the buffer size is increasing to infinite

and St−1 is small, we can get

θ (At, M − (St−1 − Ct)) = θ(At, M) = 0.

Note that while St−1 → M, πf ,s=St−1,c → 0. As a result, we can

get Pd = 0 as M increases.

For given (γ 0
n , γ̄ 0), the packet successful transmission rate

P̄s(γ
0
n , γ̄ 0) can be computed from (36). Thus, the supre-

mum of the average throughput supμ0 T̄ = λ̄(1 − (1 − P̄s(γ
0
n ,

γ̄ 0))Nmax
r )/Tu.

On the other hand, the average power consumption ẽ(γ 0
n , γ̄ 0)

is determinate for given (γ 0
n , γ̄ 0). In all, we can get the supre-

mum of the average energy efficiency as

fee =
λ̄

(

1 −
(

1 − P̄s

(

γ 0
n , γ̄ 0

))Nmax
r

)

/Tu

ẽ
(

γ 0
n , γ̄ 0

) .
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